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ABSTRACT -- This paper describes an exact symbolic formulation of resourceconstrained scheduling which allows speculative operation execution in arbitrary
forward-branching control/data paths. The technique provides a closed-form solution set in which all satisfying schedules are encapsulated in a compressed OBDDbased representation. An iterative construction method is presented along with
benchmark results. The experiments demonstrate the ability of the proposed technique to efficiently extract parallelism not explicitly specified in the input description.

1. INTRODUCTION
Operation scheduling is the process of determining the assignment of operations to time slots of
a synchronous system subject to data/control-flow dependencies and resource constraints. Prioritybased heuristic scheduling [1][2][3] accommodates a variety of control-dependent behaviors, but
can fail to find an optimal solution in tightly constrained problems. Applicability of exact ILP
methods [4] has been improved by complex remapping of the constraints [5], but current ILP formulations cannot handle complex control-dependent behavior. In a mixed ILP/BDD method [6]
data dependencies are captured in an OBDD (Ordered Binary-Decision Diagram [7]) form to simplify the ILP execution, but the question of control is not addressed.
Since operation parallelism may not be explicit in the input description, many synthesis systems
focus on detection of mutual exclusiveness in control/data-flow graphs (CDFGs). Tree scheduling
(TS) [8] uses a tree-representation of the execution paths to enable movement of operations. Conditional vector list scheduling (CVLS) [9] uses condition vectors [10] to dynamically track mutual
exclusiveness of the operations that can be executed in a speculative fashion (i.e. pre-executed).
Transformation of a CDFG with conditional branches into one without conditional branches is performed in [11], but there is no support for speculative execution. These heuristics are restricted to
nested conditional branches (conditional tree control structure). Multiple conditional trees are
addressed by Wakabayashi [9], but the trees are either scheduled sequentially (using a priority
scheme) or conditional tree duplication is performed.
An exact symbolic formulation of the resource-constrained scheduling problem was introduced
in [12]. Unlike other techniques in which a single representative solution is generated, in this technique all feasible schedules are encapsulated in a compressed OBDD form. This is advantageous
since the exact effect of additional constraints derived during subsequent synthesis steps is incrementally computable. An alternative symbolic formulation using finite automata to capture
resource/timing/synchronization constraints is presented in [13].
1
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In this paper, we describe a technique for exact scheduling of arbitrary forward-branching control structures. The technique provides support for speculative operation execution and global
treatment of parallel control structures. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
describe several features desirable to improve scheduling quality. The formulation is presented in
Section 3. Aspects related to the OBDD construction process are considered in Section 4. Experimental results are discussed in Section 5.

2. ADVANCED SCHEDULING FEATURES
Speculative operation execution -- It is often beneficial to determine the control value simultaneously with branch execution. If sufficient resources are available, operations from both ‘true’ (T)
and ‘false’ (F) branch paths may be scheduled for execution (pre-executed) before the corresponding conditional value is actually evaluated. A conditional is a scheduled operation that generates a
control value. Fig. 1(a) shows a CDFG where the control dependencies between the conditionals
(comparators 1 and 2) and the corresponding fork/join pairs are explicitly indicated. Speculative
operation execution is not possible if the control precedence between the conditional and the fork
node is enforced. In this case, at least five time steps are necessary to execute the CDFG, since the
longest dependency chain includes five operations. However, if precedence between the conditional and the fork node is removed, operations from the branch arcs can be pre-executed 2.
Fig.1(b) shows a schedule executing in three cycles using the indicated resources.
Out-of-order execution of conditionals -- It can happen that a faster schedule is obtained if the
top-level conditional (in the input specification) is resolved after some other nested conditional. A
simple example of this behavior is shown in Fig.1(b). The schedule executes in three cycles with
the conditional 1 left unresolved until the end of the very last cycle. The knowledge that conditional 2 is resolved during the first cycle is essential to properly interpret resource usage. Both TS
[8] and CVLS [9] rely on a conditional-tree representation of the control and cannot accommodate
out-of-order execution of the conditionals without dynamically modifying the tree structure. However, we observe that none of the standard benchmarks (solved in Section 5) need out-of-order execution of the conditionals in minimum-latency solutions.
Irredundant operation scheduling -- Another way to improve scheduling quality is to identify
operations that are not redundant in the input description, yet are redundant for some control paths.
The importance of such information has been observed and discussed in the literature [8][10].
2 In general, precedence between a conditional and join node need not be enforced either. In this case, the execution time is bounded only by data dependencies (given sufficient resources). Unfortunately, this can lead to
an explosion of operator instances for nested complex control.
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Applications to parallel control structures -- Control structures that are either fully parallel or
have correlated control introduce additional scheduling challenges. As the number of control paths
increases, it becomes difficult to keep track of the mutual exclusiveness among the operations. Ideally, the scheduler should evaluate and maintain this information for all control paths. In Fig.2, a
CDFG is shown in which two parallel trees have a correlated control (shaded comparator). The
enthusiastic reader can verify that given one adder (‘white’ operation), one subtracter and one
comparator (single-cycle units assumed) a 6-cycle schedule can be found only if the control correlation is properly interpreted (i.e. ‘false’ paths are not scheduled). As indicated in Fig.2, speculative execution (and additional or more versatile resources) can further improve the execution time.

3. FORMULATION
In this section, an exact scheduling technique supporting all the behaviors described above is
formulated. Scheduling constraints are represented as Boolean functions and an OBDD corresponding to the intersection is built. Each variable Csj describes operation j occurring at time step
s. Csj is true iff operation j is scheduled at time step s in a particular solution. To represent controldependent behavior, a set of ‘guard’ variables is introduced. Each guard G represents a controlflow decision by a particular conditional-- the guard is true for one branch and false for the other.
Every control path through an arbitrary combination of fork/join pairs is described by a product of
the corresponding guard variables. For each operation j, a Boolean function Γj (defined on the
guard variables) encodes all the control paths on which j must be scheduled.
Shown in Fig.3 is Kim’s example [11] in which two guards (G1, G2) encode the conditional
behavior. There are three possible execution paths: ( G 1 G 2, G 1 G 2, G 1 ) . Indicated blocks
( 1, G 1, G 1 G 2, G 1 G 2, G 1 ) correspond to operations that share the same guard function Γ. Operations which must be scheduled on all control paths have Γ=1. Note that the number of guard variables is not proportional to the number of control paths. In Fig.2, only five guard variables encode
18 control paths.
A solution is a collection of traces. A trace is a possible execution instance for a particular control path. In OBDD form, traces correspond to product terms of the Boolean function. Each trace
includes both the guard variables (identifying a control path) and operation variables (indicating a
schedule for the path). For example, in Fig.3, each trace corresponding to the ‘false’ branch of conditional C1 contains G 1 , as well as 0/1 assignment of Csj variables. Operations with Γ= G 1 or Γ=1
must be scheduled on that trace. If other operations are scheduled on this trace, they are pre-executed. The ensemble schedule is a set of traces forming a complete deterministic schedule. Condi3
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tions for the existence of such a schedule are discussed in Section 3.3. Here we just state that the
solution OBDD includes only traces belonging to at least one ensemble schedule. Note that the
number of ensemble schedules can be much larger than the number of traces.
3.1. Speculative execution model
To incorporate pre-execution, only the control precedence between the conditional and join
node is enforced [14]. CDFG operations can be scheduled at different time steps on distinct control
paths, but cannot be scheduled more than once per trace. Each operation from the CDFG can be
executed at most once regardless of the actual control decisions made when a schedule is executed.
Fig.1(b) shows an example where precedences between the conditionals and forks are removed.
The critical path length of 5 in the original CDFG is reduced to just 3. All four possible control
paths may start executing simultaneously.
3.2. Derivation of constraints
For brevity, we assume non-pipelined, unit-time operations. Pipelined and multicycle functional
units can be accommodated by incorporating execution delay in the equations presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 [12]. To model operation chaining, a precedence relation can be added between
operations that cannot be chained [4]. (ASAP)j (as soon as possible) and (ALAP)j (as late as possible) bounds are constructed to limit the time spans over which an operation j can be scheduled.
These bounds are not required for correctness, but improve the efficiency of the construction. Csj
denotes operation j’s instance at time step s. Symbols “Σ” and “+” correspond to Boolean Or function, and “Π” stands for Boolean And. Product “ab” implies “a And b”.
1. Uniqueness: Eqs.1 enforce unique scheduling of operations from the CDFG at time step s. If
(ASAP)j ≤ s < (ALAP)j:

∑
k∈R

C
C ij  + ∏ C ij = 1
kj ∏
 i ≠ k ∈ Rsj  i ∈ Rsj
sj

(1.a)

where Rsj is the range [(ASAP)j ... s]. If time step s = (ALAP)j:

∑
k∈R

C
C ij  +  ∏ C ij  Γ j = 1
kj ∏

  i ∈ Rsj 
i≠k∈R
sj
sj

(1.b)

Eq.1.a states that prior to step (ALAP)j, operation j is not scheduled more than once. On step
(ALAP)j Eq.1.b ensures that operation j has been executed on all paths covered by Γj. On paths not
covered by Γj, operation j can be either uniquely scheduled (pre-executed) or not scheduled at all.
2. Precedence relations: If operation i precedes operation j (i.e. there is a dependency arc from i
to j in the CDFG) and Γi⊇Γj (Γi covers Γj) then for every step s in the range [(ASAP)j ... (ALAP)i]
4
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the following must hold:
C +
C li  = 1
∑
sj


ASAP i ≤ l < s

(2.a)

Eq.2.a states that either operation i has to be scheduled before step s, or operation j cannot be
scheduled at step s. The case “Γi covers (but is not equal to) Γj” (Γi⊃Γj) occurs when the depen-

/ Γj (Γj not contained in Γi -- e.g. the dependency from i to j goes through a fork node. When Γi ⊇
dency from i to j goes through a join node), the precedence relation is enforced only on the paths
covered by Γi:
C +
C li  + Γ i = 1
∑
sj


ASAP i ≤ l < s

(2.b)

Effectively, Eq.2.a ensures that the operation can be pre-executed only if all of its predecessors
have already been executed. An operation after the join node cannot be pre-executed in our model.
Thus (Eq.2.b), the dependencies to its predecessors are enforced only conditionally.
3. Termination: A single sink variable is used in the OBDD representation to indicate that a particular trace has concluded. It is initialized to ‘0’, and is set to ‘1’ when the terminating condition
for the trace is met. Eq.3 is used as a terminating condition for all traces in parallel. The scheduling
process can be terminated when sink assumes the value ‘1’ on all paths of an ensemble schedule. In
these equations, operations (j1...jn) are immediate predecessors of the sink node in the CDFG.
s

n

∏ ( Rsj + Γj )
l

l=1

l

= 1 , where R sj =
l

∑

k = ( ASAP ) j

c kj

(3)

l

Function R sj is true if operation jl is scheduled prior to or at step s. The fact that execution of jl
l

is mandatory only on paths covered by Γ j is reflected by Eq.3.
l

4. Resource constraints: If kl resources of a certain type rl (e.g. multipliers, adders, ALUs, registers, buses) are available, we formulate a ‘generalized resource bound’ Eq. 4:

∑

1 ≤ ( lp ≠ lq) ≤ n

F sl F sl …F sl
1

2

sl

(n

sl

−k )

= 1

(4)

l

Fsl is a Boolean function describing that resource rl is needed during time step s. Eq.4 is applied
at each step s for each resource rl. It ensures that at least (nsl-kl) resources (among nsl potential candidates at step s) cannot be scheduled. For functional units, Fsl functions reduce to operation variables. For example, if at step s operation instances Csm1, Csm2, Csm3 and Csm4 are candidate
multiplications and there are only km = 2 multipliers available, Eq.4 becomes:
C sm C sm + C sm C sm + C sm C sm + C sm C sm + C sm C sm + C sm C sm = 1
1

2

1

3

1

4

2

5

3

2

4

3
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n
Eq.4 has ( ksl) product terms, but its OBDD form is compact (O(nslkl) nodes) and can be built
l

efficiently [12]. Eq.4 applies the resource constraint to all traces simultaneously. Trace validation
(Section 3.3) ensures that there are no resource violations in any ensemble schedule. Bus and register constraints are generated for linear schedules by suitable choice of Fsl [12].
5. Removal of redundantly scheduled operations: Assume that a conditional has executed and
the ‘true’ branch is selected. Operations from the ‘false’ branch may still be scheduled on the trace
corresponding to the ‘true’ branch if there are available resources. Such traces are identified and
removed. Assume conditional ck (whose corresponding guard is Gk) is resolved prior to time step
s. Then all the variables that correspond to operation j’s instances scheduled for time steps ≥ s have
to assume value ‘0’ on traces where Gk is true if:
Γj Gk = 0

(5.a)

Similarly, on traces where Gk is false, all the variables that correspond to operation j’s instances
scheduled for time steps ≥ s have to assume value ‘0’ if:
Γj Gk = 0

(5.b)

3.3. Trace validation
A valid ensemble schedule is a set of traces which is both causal and complete. The causality
requirement dictates that the schedule cannot use knowledge of the value of a conditional prior to
the time when the conditional is executed (resolved). Completeness requires that a trace must exist
for every possible control combination. Assume that the conditional ck (with a corresponding
guard Gk) is resolved at step j. Causality requires that the traces corresponding to guard values Gk
and Gk must match (be identical) for all time steps prior to (and including) j. Completeness ensures
that the ensemble schedule includes traces for both Gk and Gk.
A trace satisfying all of the constraints introduced in Section 3.2 may still not be valid in the
sense that it cannot be a member of any set of traces forming an ensemble schedule. Trace Validation ensures that each validated trace is part of some executable ensemble schedule. The validation
is efficiently preformed by the iterative algorithm shown in Fig.4. The following notation is used:
- fx (fx) - positive (negative) cofactor of a Boolean function f with respect to a variable x
- ∃xf = fx+fx - existential abstraction; ∀xf = fxfx - universal abstraction
- S - set of all traces; S(0) - initial set of non-validated traces; S(i) - set of traces at iteration i
- V - set of all variables not including guard variables
- V’(j) - subset of V corresponding to time steps ≤ j

6
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- S’ - set of traces from which all variables (V-V’(j)) are removed: S' = ∃ ( V − V' (j) ) S ( i )
- C = [c1, c2 ... cn] - set of all conditionals
- G = [G1, G2 ... Gn] - set of guards corresponding to the conditionals
- R(j) = [R1(j), R2(j) ... Rn(j)] - resolution vector
The resolution vector R(j) is a set of n Boolean functions (one for each conditional), where each
function Rk(j) indicates whether a conditional ck was scheduled prior to time step j:
Rk ( j) =

n
∑ Clk , for (l < j). S’ is partitioned by R(j) into a disjoint set of as many as 2 families, cor-

responding to the subset of guards that are resolved prior to time step j (Gres). The guards from (GGres) (i.e. the unresolved guards) have to be don’t cares within the family since at time step j there
is no knowledge about the future values of the unresolved guards. Traces must both match and
exist for all possible combinations from (G-Gres), to ensure causality and completeness of the
ensemble schedule. The algorithm checks for partial matching up to step j for all traces in parallel.
However, it is possible that a trace which matched up to time step j is invalidated in subsequent
steps. Thus its set of matching traces may no longer be complete. The Trace Validation algorithm
iterates until a fixed point is reached. In the worst case, the number of iterations cannot exceed the
number of conditionals. The algorithm generates a polynomial number of constraints regardless of
the number of traces.
The intuition behind the Trace Validation algorithm can be provided by means of the schedule
from Fig.1(a). Assume that the guards G1 and G2 correspond to the conditionals 1 and 2. There are
four possible control paths: ( G 1 G 2, G 1 G 2, G 1 G 2, G 1 G 2 ) . At the first step resolution vector components R1(1) and R2(1) are both zero (since neither conditional is scheduled prior to step 1). To
have a causal ensemble schedule, traces for all four control paths must match at the first step. At
the next step, R1(2) is still zero (since conditional 1 is not scheduled prior to step 2), but R2(2) =
c12 = 1 (i.e. conditional 2 is scheduled at step 1). Thus, matching of traces has to be performed only
with respect to still unresolved conditional 1 (i.e. traces for paths ( G 1 G 2, G 1 G 2 ) must match for
the first two steps, as well as the traces for ( G 1 G 2, G 1 G 2 ) ). The same argument holds for step 3.
Trace Validation implicitly verifies that the ensemble schedules do not violate resource constraints. We indicated in Section 3.2 that Eq.4 prevents such violations from occurring on individual traces. Since traces match before the conditional is resolved, resource bounds are met. After the
conditional is resolved, the traces are mutually exclusive (with respect to that particular conditional) and no verification is necessary.

7
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4. CONSTRUCTION
The constraints described in Section 3 each have a simple and regular structure [12]. This
allows OBDD representations to be constructed directly from the CDFG without reference to an
intermediate equation form. Although individual equations have efficient orderings, optimal orderings for different equations frequently contradict. However, experimental results indicate that typical instances do have good orderings. The results presented in this paper are generated using the
variable ordering where non-guard variables are ordered by increasing time and guard variables
are placed on top (i.e. closest to the root of OBDD).
Using iterative construction, the solution is built on a time-step by time-step basis: only those
constraints relevant to a particular time step s are generated and applied to the OBDD representing
a valid partial solution for the previous (s-1) steps. This prevents the construction of large sets of
spurious intermediate solutions. It also has the advantage that schedule completion can be easily
detected, obviating the need to accurately pre-specify the number of control steps.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The technique described in the paper was implemented in C++ and executed on a Sun SPARCstation10. Reported CPU times correspond to the complete procedure: CDFG analysis, constraint
construction, and all OBDD manipulations leading to the reported results. Table 1 summarizes the
elliptic wave filter (EWF) benchmark experiments. We found all optimal solutions of each
instance using OBDDs whose size was significantly smaller than (#variables)2. To reduce the size
of partial solutions, an auxiliary set of interior constraints was generated. The basic strategy is as
follows: Assume that at the beginning of step s there are n addition operations that have ALAP
bounds in the range [s... (s+k-1)] and that there are only m single-cycle adders available. Clearly, at
least (n - km) of these addition operations must be completed prior to step s in a feasible solution.
This observation enables an early detection of many (not necessarily all) partial schedules that are
destined to be discarded within the next k steps. Similar constraints can be applied for each functional unit type (including multicycle and pipelined units).
Table 2 and Table 3 show experimental results for benchmarks exhibiting conditional behavior.
The rows #cycles(spec) and #cycles(non_spec) correspond to schedules with and without speculative execution (using the same set of resources). The scheduler terminates when all minimumlatency ensemble schedules are found (the number of cycles for the longest control path is indicated as “longest”). To compare our results with the schedulers which minimize average path
length, a subset of solutions with small average path length is generated in a “greedy” fashion.
8
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Benchmarks Maha [15], Kim [11] and Waka [10] are conditional trees, and MulT [9] has two parallel trees. Parker is Maha with addition A6 converted into a subtraction. The Maha solution with
one adder and one subtracter is the same as in [8][9]. Allowing more resources (2 adders, 3 subtracters) an improvement of 0.125 (average path length) is made over the best previous result. In
Parker, this improvement was 0.25. In some previous work, it is assumed that the comparators
incur a small delay within a clock cycle and that the operations following the branch on ‘true’ and
‘false’ paths are mutually exclusive during the same cycle. This treatment of the conditionals
requires increased cycle time, additional multiplexing, and restricts pipelining of the control. Our
results reflect this model in Maha and Parker only, but this assumption completely eliminates the
need for speculative execution in the Kim and Waka benchmarks. As a default, in our system we
assume that a single-cycle comparator is used and that its output becomes available only in the successive cycle. This assumption is used in those benchmarks where the number of comparators is
indicated in Table 2. Even with this assumption, our technique still derives the same result for Kim
as in [9]. In Waka one path is a cycle longer than that reported in [8]. In MulT a one cycle shorter
minimum-latency solution was found by exploiting dynamic scheduling of operations belonging to
parallel trees.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We describe a symbolic formulation that allows speculative operation execution and exact
scheduling of arbitrary forward-branching control/data paths. The execution order of conditionals
is not pre-determined and is dynamically resolved allowing gains in scheduling quality. A trace
validation algorithm is introduced which ensures consistency for families of ensemble schedules.
An iterative construction method is presented along with benchmark results. In future work, several issues should be addressed: incorporation of control/interconnect costs and extensions to
restricted forms of cyclic control. An efficient approach to remove the restriction on our speculative execution model will be considered as well.
Some problems may have extremely large solution sets, decreasing the efficiency of OBDD
manipulations. Nevertheless, since valid partial schedules are available after each construction
step, runtime-efficient heuristics based on sets can be devised. For example, we can propagate only
the subset of schedules with maximum utilization of resources at each step. Since all such schedules are propagated, this heuristic has good behavior and is applicable to problems with thousands
of formulation variables. Moreover, if the exact scheduler is based on Zero-Suppressed BDDs [16]
significant improvements in terms of both CPU time and memory usage are observed. The inter9
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ested reader is referred to the experimental study [17] where larger DFGs are solved.
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Fig. 1. Example CDFG and its schedule
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no speculative execution:
- 6 cycles (1 add/1sub/1comp or 3 ALU)
speculative execution:
- 5 cycles (3ALU or 2add/1sub/1comp)
- 4 cycles (5 ALU or 3add/2sub/2comp)

Fig. 2. CDFG with correlated control
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Fig. 3. Kim’s example
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i = 0;
do {
i++;
S(i) = S(i-1);
for each time step j {
S' = ∃ ( V − V'(j) ) S ( i )

for each conditional ck {
S' = S'R k ( j ) + ∀G ( S'R k ( j ) )
k

if (S’==0) { S(i)=0; exit; }
}
S(i) = S(i)S’;
}
} while (S(i)!=S(i-1));

Fig. 4. Trace validation algorithm
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Table 1: EWF experiments
#cycles
17
17
18
18
19
20
20
21
28
28
#adders
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
#multipliers 2(*)
3 1(*)
2 1(*)
2 1(*)
1 1(*)
1
#buses
6
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
4
#registers
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
#variables
63
63
97
97 131 165 165 199 437 437
#nodes
82
82 194 209 2,237 2,760 1,905 704 4.9e4 3.2e4
#schedules
18
18 336
18 1.1e4 5.3e4 5,142 2,355 4.3e9 2.6e8
CPU time [s] 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.6 3.8 17.1 12.5 3.9 970.1 587.6
2-cycle multiplier and single-cycle adder except: (*) 2-cycle pipelined multiplier.
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Table 2: Benchmarks with branching
Maha
Parker Kim Waka MulT
#cycles(spec) longest
5
4
4
6
7
3
average 3.31 2.25 2.13 5.75
5.0
3.0
#cycles(non_spec)
8
8
8
7
7
4
#adders
1
2
2
2
1
2
#subtracters
1
3
3
1
1
1
#comparators
1
2
1
#variables
65
49
49
71
55
26
#nodes
428
325
220
543
271
116
#traces
15
43
12
124
21
15
CPU time [s]
7.41 4.32 5.68 5.18 2.27 3.52
single-cycle adders, subtracters and comparators assumed
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Table 3: Comparison with others: average (longest) path
Maha
our
TS [8]
CVLS [9]
Kim et al. [11]

Parker

Kim

Waka

MulT

3.31 (5) 2.25 (4) 2.13 (4) 5.75 (6)
5 (7)
3 (3)
3.31 (5)
4.75 (7)
3.31 (5) 2.38 (4) 2.38 (4) 5.75 (6)
2.88 (4)
4.62 (8)
6.25 (7) 4.75 (7)
-
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